
Notice Board

FCI ASIA PACIFIC CHAMPION
Many FCI countries have been awarding “Regional Titles” to dogs which have met the 

requirements for them to achieve those specific titles. In The FCI  Americas Section 
for example, they have a few regional titles such as Pan American Champion, Latin 
American Champion and the likes. These titles are awarded at shows held          
specifically for these titles in countries within the FCI Americas Section.

Presently, the Asia-Pacific Section does not have any regional titles. Therefore, the 
creation of the Asia-Pacific Champion would be a good way to promote our dog 

shows and entice dogs from overseas to attend our big shows.

Organization of ASIA-PACIFIC CHAMPION Shows:

1.  Each National Canine Organisation (NCO) may organize TWO ASIA-PACIFIC Champion Show (APCS) in a 
     calendar year and must be shows organized by the NCO and not affiliate clubs.

2.  Countries that are geographically large, must have each show in two distinct geographic locations to give all 
     exhibitors a chance to participate for this title.

3.  The judge(s) of the APCS should be from the an FCI Asia-Pacific member country.

Requirements to attain the ASIA-PACIFIC CHAMPION titles:

1.   A dog/bitch who is already a Champion of an FCI member country, must win TWO Asia Pacific Champion 
     Show (APCS) CC/CAC dog/bitch with a rating of EXCELLENT at any APCS anywhere within the FCI Asia-
     Pacific Section. 

2.  A dog/bitch may obtain the APCS CCs/CACs in the same country to attain the title since some countries have 
     problems with quarantine. A dog/bitch may opt to take the chance and wait for the next APCS or they may 
     travel to another country that is organizing an APCS.    

3. The organizing NCO will award the CC/CAC won by the dog/bitch at the APCS that they organize. 

4. Once a dog/bitch has attained required APCS CC/CAC awards, they must submit the APCS CCs/CACs to
    their home NCO wherein the dog is registered. The home NCO will then forward the application for the
    ASIA-PACIFIC CHAMPION title to the FCI APAC secretariat, who will then issue the ASIA-PACIFIC
    CHAMPION Certificate. 

5. The FCI APAC secretariat will inform the home NCO of titles awarded officially so these can be recognized
    on the pedigree certificates. The proposed short form for this title is FCI APAC Champion (FCI APAC CH).
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